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Abstract. Organisational centred multi-agent systems (MAS) have proved
to be e�ective to regulate agents' activities. Nevertheless, population
and/or environmental changes may lead to a pour ful�lment of the sys-
tem's purposes, and therefore, adapting the whole organisation becomes
key. This paper presents a MAS simulator devoted to test organisations
with self-adaptation capabilities in P2P scenarios. More speci�cally, our
simulator implements di�erent sharing P2P methods �some of them with
self-adaptation� and so, it can be used as a testbed for comparing them.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a simulator for testing organisation adaptation mecha-
nisms in P2P scenarios. In order to endow an organisation-based MAS with
self-adaptation capabilities, we propose to incorporate a meta-level in charge of
adapting system's organisation. Hence, we call our approach Two Level Assisted
MAS Architecture (2-LAMA) [1]. In this context a P2P system is modelled as
an organisation, with a social structure among peers, and a set of protocols and
norms that regulate the sharing process. On top of the P2P system, that we
call domain-level, we add a distributed meta-level which perceives information
about its status and uses this information to adapt peers' social structure and
norm values. Meta-level adaptation is based on system performance, which is
measured by the time peers spent to share data and the network consumption
in such a process.

The simulator, that we have implemented using Repast Symphony, can model
the whole process, implements di�erent sharing methods, and help in the analysis
of system's behaviour. In the rest of the paper we present the system architecture
in section 2, the implemented sharing methods in section 3 and the graphic user
interface in section 4.

2 Simulator Architecture

The simulator architecture allows to model both agents (agent-level) and the
transport of messages among them (network-level). On the one hand, the p2p

module represents the conceptual model de�ned by the 2-LAMA targeted to



drive the simulation at agent-level. Among others, it provides facilities to create
state-based agents, and to de�ne a problem (number of peers, who has initially
the datum, etc). This module is divided into two layers, the domain-level com-
posed by peers, and the meta-level containing the assistants that implement
adaptation services.

On the other hand, the netsim module drives the simulation at network-level.
It provides facilities to transport messages among agents, to de�ne di�erent
network topologies, and to collect statistical information about network status.
The network level simulates message transport as a packet switching network. We
assume that peers are connected to di�erent ISPs. Hence, we de�ne an individual
link that connects each peer to its ISP, and some aggregated links among ISPs.
The latency of a message between agents depends on the number of links, their
bandwidth and the current tra�c through them.

During simulations the tool generates log �les containing all occurred events.
The simulator includes a module for facilitating the analysis of simulation results.
For this purpose, this module processes the generated logs extracting relevant
information, which is later on displayed in di�erent types of graphics. Hence,
this can be used to compare the time spent to share the data in di�erent con-
�gurations, or using di�erent sharing methods.

3 Sharing methods

The simulator o�ers alternate sharing methods. This way, they can be executed
over the same initial con�gurations and their results can be compared. Currently
the tool includes two sharing methods without meta-level, and two di�erent
methods with meta-level. The two methods without meta-level are a brute-force
algorithm, where peers contact all other peers, and a single-piece version of
the BitTorrent protocol (BT). Regarding methods using a meta-level, the tool
includes the 2-LAMA approach with just social structure adaptation, and the
2-LAMA approach with social structure and norm adaptation Hence, it allows
to compare the performance of our adaptation approach with respect to methods
without meta-level.

We used the BitTorrent protocol as a base to design the protocol in our
2-LAMA P2P approach, so both protocols are similar. The main di�erence is
that BT does not have a distributed meta-level but a single agent (Tracker)
that informs just about connected peers. Consequently, peers do not receive any
further assistance to share the datum, and are restricted to use the algorithm
in [2]. In contrast, the 2-LAMA approach without norm adaptation includes a
meta-level with assistant agents. In this method, assistants just adapt the social
structure among peers �i.e. their overlay network. Hence, norm values remain
unchanged during the whole simulation. Finally, in the 2-LAMA approach with
social structure and norm adaptation, assistants update both the social structure
and norm values during the simulation.



4 GUI

Fig. 1. 2-LAMA P2P Simulator Graphic User Interface

In order to display up-to-date visual runtime information of the evolution
of our P2P simulation, an advanced GUI has been created as an extension of
the Repast GUI. Figure 1 depicts a GUI screenshot that illustrates its general
appearance. The Control toolbar (1) pertains to the original Repast GUI and
allows to play the simulation, pause it or execute it step by step. On the left
area, the Legend panel shows information about what represents each object
of the layout (2), the colours of the di�erent messages exchanged among agents
(3), whether they are visible or not, and if execution will pause upon sending
this kind of messages (4). All these options can be modi�ed by users. Thus, the
legend allows an easy identi�cation of each object and message to interpret what
is happening in the simulation at every moment The Runtime P2P Network

layout (5) shows the elements of the simulation and the communications among
them. Peers and assistants are drawn according to the network topology, while
messages are displayed as arrows among them with the corresponding colour
de�ned in the legend panel. Finally, the Resume layout (6) displays how the
data has been distributed among the di�erent peers. It highlights completed
peers and displays arrows connecting source and receiver agents. These arrows
are labelled with the time step at which the datum was received.
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